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ABSTRACT 

    
As the development in high dynamic range (HDR) video 
capture technologies, the bit-depth video encoding and 
decoding has become an interesting topic. In this paper, 
we show that the real-time HDR video display is possible. 
A tone mapping based HDR video architecture pipelined with a 
video CODEC is presented. The HDR video is compressed by 
the tone mapping processor. The compressed HDR video 
can be encoded and decoded by the video standards, such 
as MPEG2, MPEG4 or H.264 for transmission and display. 
We propose and implement a modified photographic tone 
mapping algorithm for the tone mapping processor.  The 
required luminance wordlength in the processor is 
analyzed and the quantization error is estimated. We also 
develop the digit-by-digit exponent and logarithm hardware 
architecture for the tone mapping processor.  The synthesized 
results show that our real-time tone mapping processor can 
process a NTSC video with 720*480 resolution at 30 frames 
per second. 
 
Keywords: High Dynamic Range (HDR), Low Dynamic Range 
(LDR), tone mapping, tone reproduction, global tone mapping. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The dynamic range of natural world luminance can reach 810 :1 
but that of displayed luminance is about 100~1000:1 for most 
screen devices such as CRTs or LCDs. The discrepancy makes the 
accurate display of real world scenes difficult. As the advances of 
HDR capture technologies, HDR images or videos are available. 
Image processing schemes such as tone mapping resolve the issue 
of rendering HDR images on low dynamic range (LDR) displays 
while preserving the visual contents.  
        Tone mapping is commonly classified into the “global” and 
“local” tone reproduction [2]. The global tone reproduction 
adopts the same mapping scheme for all the pixels in the 
image. This makes it computationally efficient. Miller, et 
al., propose a global tone mapping scheme using nonlinear 
operators [5]. Tumblin and Rushmeier introduce the tone 
reproduction based on the human visual system [6].  This 
system is designed to preserve the apparent brightness of an image 
based on the actual luminance presented in the image and the 
target display characteristics. Since most nonlinear mappings 
use logarithmic and exponential operators, Drago et al. 
show how logarithmic response curves can be extended to 

handle a wider dynamic range than the simple operators [7]. 
Furthermore the logarithmic responses are close to the 
human visual system; Reinhard et al., present the 
photographic tone reproduction method for digital images. 
The method is simple and produced good results for a wide 
variety of images [1]. 

The global operators of tone reproduction are mostly 
limited in their capability to compress HDR images. To 
some extent, local operators that compress each pixel 
according its luminance value as well as the luminance 
values of neighboring pixels resolve this problem. Classic 
local tone reproduction operators are to determine how 
many neighboring pixels needed in the computation, how 
to weight each neighboring pixel’s contribution, and how 
to use this adaptation level within a compressive function 
[8,9,10]. Consequently, the computation of local tone 
mapping is complicated. 
     The computation time of global tone mappings is 
shorter than that of local tone mappings. The time required 
to execute each tone-mapping operator is analyzed and 
some results are summarized in Table 1 [2]. To compress a 
1600x1200 image with an Apple iBook G3 (800MHz) 
processor takes 0.96 to 3.7 seconds for different global 
tone mapping schemes. The run time is much longer for 
local tone mapping operators. 

GLOBAL 
Operators 

Time
(sec.)

LOCAL Operators
and Others 

Time
(sec.)

Tumbin–
Rushmeier’s 
operator   

3.2 Chiu’s spatially 
variant operator 

10 

Ward’s scale factor 0.96 Ashikhmin’s operator 120.0
Drago’s logarithmic 
operator 

2.8 Reinhard’s local 
photographic operator

80.0

Reinhard’s global 
photographic 
operator 

3.7 Fattel’s gradient 
domain 
compression 

45.0

Table 1. Run time for different tone mapping operators 
 
        Due to rapid progress in the HDR video capture 
technology, HDR video display on conventional LCD 
devices becomes crucial. We apply tone mapping operators 
on each video frame before display. The tone mapping 
operations need to compress each HDR video frame within 
1/30 sec. As indicated by Table 1, it appears that the 
computational speed for most of the tone mapping schemes 
can not meet the video display requirement. Therefore, we 
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focus on the development of a real-time tone mapping 
processor for HDR video applications. 

The tone mapping based HDR video architecture pipelined 
with a video CODEC is presented in section II. The modified tone 
mapping scheme, the color reproduction and gamma correction are 
also described. The luminance wordlength selection and precision 
analysis are discussed in section III. The design and 
implementation of a real-time tone mapping processor is presented 
in section IV. Finally, section V gives the conclusion. 

 
2. GLOBAL TONE MAPPING AND COLOR 

REPODUCTION  
 

The tone mapping based HDR video architecture pipelined with a 
video CODEC is shown in Figure 1. The original HDR video is in 
the 32-bit per pixel RGBE format with 76 orders of dynamic range. 
The HDR video is compressed by the tone mapping processor 
frame by frame. The compressed HDR video contains the 8-
bit/channel RGB data that are ready for LDR display or video 
CODEC processing. The video CODEC standards, such as MPEG-
2, MPEG-4 or H.264, can be used for video transmission and 
storage purpose in the architecture. 

HDR 
CCD (CMOS)

Sensor

HDR Video 
Capture

HDR Video 
Tone-Mapping

Processor

Video
CODEC

LDR
Display

HDR
Display

 
Figure 1. The tone mapping based HDR video architecture 
pipelined with a video CODEC.   

 
Only global tone mapping schemes are considered in the tone 

mapping processor due to the speed requirement of video display. 
In ref [2], it shows that the photographic tone reproduction 
proposed by E. Reinhard works the best. The photographic tone 
reproduction has lower complexity and better quality for HDR 
images. We develop a real-time tone mapping processor for HDR 
video based on this photographic tone reproduction scheme.  
Reinhard’s method [1] is delveloped for HDR images and the 
modified photographic tone reproduction for HDR video is 
described below.  

The luminance of each HDR video frame is calculated 
first as Eq. (1).   

www 0.0642B  0.6704G  0.2654RwL             (1) 

where ww GR ,  and wB  are scene-referred color and wL  is 
the scene luminance. After the luminance of each video 
frame are obtained, the log-average luminance 

avgL   is 

calculated as shown Eq. (2a). The log-average luminance is 
a useful information for calcualting the key of the scene. 

wavg L
N

L log1exp                         (2a) 

In Eq. (2a), the N indicates the number of pixels in the 
video frame, and is a very small value. In our 
implementation, we choose   as 0.0001. 
For a video sequence, the temporal frames are highly 
correlated with successive video frames hence we modify 
Eq (2a) for HDR video frames as shown in Eq. (2b). 

1,),,(log1exp)( 1 kfortjiL
N

tL kwkavg
      (2b) 

where the )( kavg tL  indicates the average scene luminance of 

the k-th HDR video frame and ),,( 1kw tjiL  indicates the 
scene luminance of pixel (i,j) of the (k-1)-th HDR video 
frame. 

Next, the average or normal luminance can be mapped 
to a desired key controlled by the parameter  with a 

linear scaling. The scaling luminance ),,( ks tjiL  is 
shown in Eq. (3). 

),,(
)(

),,(
1

kw
kavg

ks tjiL
tL

tjiL                   (3)      

The parameter  affects the brightness of the video and  
=0.18 is chosen to map the normal luminance to middle-

grey key.  
       For display consideration, we use Eq. (4) to map the 
high luminance in a controllable way. 

),,(0.1
)(
),,(0.1),,(

),,( 1
2

ks

kwhite

ks
ks

kd tjiL
tL

tjiLtjiL
tjiL      (4) 

The whiteL  is the luminance value of the white point. The 
maximum luminance value of the previous video frame is 
used as the white point for the current frame. 

The ratio of the color channels before and after compression 
is kept constant to maintain the color shift to be minimum [2]. This 
can be achieved if the compressed image ddd BGR ,,  is computed 
as follows: 

w

w
dd L

CLC                                           (5) 

where wC  indicates www BGR ,, . The wC   and wL  denote the 

color and luminance before the HDR compression. The dC  

indicates ddd BGR ,, . The dC   and dL denote the color and 
luminance after the HDR compression. 

In order to control the amount of saturation in the 
image, we apply an exponent  at the ratio ( wC / wL  ) in  
Eq. (5). It represents a gamma correction per channel as 
follows.  

              
w

w
dd L

C
LC                                           (6) 

      The exponent is given as a user parameter that takes 
values between 0 and 1.  
 

3. WORDLENGTH AND PRECISION  
 

The number of bit used for luminance in the hardware 
implementation affects the image quality and hardware cost. 
Considerations of both cost and quality are important issues before 
the hardware realization. The wordlength of the luminance  wL  is 
analyzed below. 
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         The value of the luminance includes the integer and 
fractional parts. In our design, the targeted dynamic range of 
luminance is from 310   to 510  so we choose 16 bits for the integer 
part. The quantization error  satisfies Eq. (7), where y and ky  
indicate the full precision and quantized value with k-bit fractional 
part.  

 120 k
kyy                         (7)    

If the number of bits in the fractional part is 16, the quantized error 
can be reduced to 510*3 . The images with different number of the 
fractional bits are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The PSNR for 
different fractional precision per color channel are shown in 
Table 2 and Table 3. According to the above analysis, over 
40dB average PSNR and satisfied image quality can be reached 
with the 16 bits realization for the fractional part. As the result, a 
32-bit wordlength (16 bits for the integer and 16 bits for the 
fraction) is used to implement a tone mapping processor. 

            (a)                                   (b)                                     (c) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 (d)                                 (e)                                  (f) 

Figure 2. The (a)~(f) indicate the fractional precision of 8 bits, 
10bits, 12 bits, 16 bits, 20 bits and floating point realization 
respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                       (a)                                                          (b) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(c)                                                         (d) 

Figure 3. The (a)~(d) indicate the fractional precision of 8 bits, 12 
bits, 16 bits and  floating point realization respectively. 
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Figure 4. The overall architecture of the photographic tone mapping  
processor. 

  
Table 2.  PSNR comparisons for different fractional precision per color 
channel of Figure 2 

 
Table 3.  PSNR comparisons for different fractional precision per color 
channel of Figure 3 
 

 
4. REAL-TIME  PHOTOGRAPHIC TONE MAPPING 

PROCESSOR 
 

The overall architecture of the photographic tone mapping 
processor is shown in Figure 4. The log-average luminance and 
white point value of the previous video frame are calculated and 
used in the current frame tone mapping. It is to insure the real-
time operation for video display. In the modified photographic 
tone mapping algorithm, operations such as division, logarithm, 
and exponent are needed. 

Fully pipelined hardware architectures for the division, 
logarithm, and exponent are implemented for real-time operations. 
Because the power function can be replaced by the logarithm and 
exponent functions, we only discuss the exponent and logarithm 
operators here. We adapt a digit-by-digit algorithm that uses only 
shift registers and adders to reduce the hardware complexity. The 
digit-by-digit exponent operation is described below [4].  

We calculate the exponent function by iteration and 
consider the case that x is limited to the range [0, ln2] first. The 

power x of natural number e is set to y, i.e. xey . We 

approximate the y value by building a set of  data pair ( ix  , iy ) 

and set the initial value as ( xx0 , 10y ). Each ix  and iy  
always satisfy Eq. (8). 

xx
i eey i     or      xx

i eey i                    (8)  

The ix  is updated by subtracting a constant ik  where  

)ln( ii bk as shown in  Eq. (9).  

)ln(1 iiiii bxkxx                                    (9)  

We take the i
ii sb 21 , where the }1,0{is . We store 

the values of )21ln( i  with 0<=i<=15 to a ROM for table lookup. 
If we take 16-bit precision, the ROM size is 16*16 bits. At each 
iteration, we compare ix  and )21ln( i . If 

ln (1 2 )i
ix , we choose 1is and 

Precision
(bits) 

PSNR R 
(dB) 

PSNR G 
(dB) 

PSNR B 
(dB) 

PSNR AVG
(dB) 

8 11.93 15.48 21.43 16.28  
10 26.18 28.54 30.98 28.57  
12 38.87 40.45 39.82 39.71  
16 43.31 44.05 42.43 43.26  
20 55.06 55.71 53.71 54.83  

Precision 
(bits) 

PSNR R 
(dB) 

PSNR G 
(dB) 

PSNR B  
(dB) 

PSNR AVG 
(dB) 

8 9.72 8.05 15.36 11.04 
12 25.93 29.86 33.11 29.63 
16 45.05 46.49 43.50 45.01 
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)ln(1 iii bxx  , otherwise we choose  the is as zero and 

ii xx 1 . When  ix  equals to zero, then ix x x
iy e e e . 

The final exponent is computed iteratively from Eq. (10).  

iii
kxkxxx

i ybyeeeeey iiii )(
1

1        (10) 

Since all ib  are either 1 or 1 2 i , we can use a shift-and-

add method to get the ii yb . Notice that we only calculate xe in 
this way when x is limited to the range [0, ln2]. For any arbitrary 
number x, we can take fIex 2log  or ( ) ln 2x I f  , 
where I and f are the integer and fractional part of 2logx e , 
respectively. Then  

2ln2ln2ln2ln)( 2 fIfIfIx eeeey       (11) 
where 2ln2ln0 f . Take 2ln0 fx  and we can use the 
iteration method to calculate exponential function. The item 

I2 can be implemented by the shift operation to reduce hardware 
complexity for any arbitrary number. The architecture of the 
exponential operation is shown in Figure 5. 
      The logarithm operation )log(xy  is similar to the 
exponential operation mentioned above. The digit-by-digit 
algorithm is suitable for hardware implementation and the 
architecture of logarithmic operation is similar to Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5. The architecture of the exponential operation 

 
To improve the data throughput rate, we adapt the pipeline 

architecture. The images of the hardware implementation and 
software simulations with the same number of fractional bits are 
shown in Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b) respectively. The synthesis 
results show that photographic tone mapping process can run at  30 
MHz for a video stream with frame size 720*480. The total area is 
4.18 2mm  based on TSMC 0.18 um  technology.  
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we present a tone mapping based HDR video 
architecture pipelined with a video CODEC. The original HDR 
video is compressed by the tone mapping processor. The 
compressed HDR video can be encoded and decoded by the video 
standards for transmission and display. We propose a modified 
photographic tone mapping algorithm for the tone mapping 
processor. We analyze the required wordlength for the luminance 
and estimate the quantization error. We also present and 
implement the digit-by-digit exponent and logarithm algorithm 
hardware architecture. The synthesis results show that our real-

time tone mapping processor can process a NTSC video with 720 
*480 resolution at 30 frames per second.      
 

 
(a)                                                                      (b) 

Figure 6. (a),(b) are hardware implementation result and software 
simulation result respectively. 
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